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This excellent 1949 Artur Schnabel edition of the famous "Pathetique" sonata features footnotes
in English, Spanish, Italian, German and French. There are also fingering, dynamic, and
performance suggestions by the editor.

About the AuthorThe triumphant genius of Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827) casts a long
shadow over classical music — no other composer of the past two centuries has exercised an
influence more profound than his. A product of the classicist generation, he was the first of the
Romantics, and his exhilarating works remain undiminished in their powers of enchantment.
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Rudolph E. Sellitti, “I heard this sonata played by a wonderful pianist from Korea. I heard this
sonata played by a wonderful pianist from Korea, so I had to have it. I won't be able to play it as
well as she but I'm working on it. It's easy to read and comes with instructions as to how to play
the piece.”

Brad Daviach, “Scholarly, affordable, brilliant. Edition by one of the best Beethoven performers
ever, this functions as a reliable/scholarly piece of urtext, while also showing Schnabel's genius/
innovative fingering ideas.”

Trevor D, “great book for the value. When I first heard this Piano sonata the first thing that
popped in my head was that I had to learn this genius piece of music, The second movement
acually inspired me to re-learn the piano. The fingering suggestions are great, and everything is
there so if you are looking for a cheap copy of this piano sonata, this is it.”

Mother Hen, “A favourite!. Having heard this piece played recently I just had to have it. It is, in my
opinion, for the more advanced pianist but well worth the practise!”

marron, “Five Stars. Many thanks!”

The book by Joel Lester has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 9 people have provided feedback.
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